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The Land Product Characterization System (LPCS) Tutorial:  A 
step-by-step guide for new users of LPCS.

Introduction

NOAA and the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) Earth Resources Observation and 
Science (EROS) Center are collaborating on 
the development of a Land Product 
Characterization System (LPCS) that will
facilitate the application of multi-satellite 
and in-situ data for characterization and 
validation of satellite derived land-related 
products (e.g., Surface Reflectance, 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, 
and Land Surface Temperature). The 
system is designed to utilize data and 
products available and anticipated from the 
Landsat 8, ESA Sentinel-2 and -3 series of 
satellites, and other relatively high and 
medium resolution sensors, to validate 
GOES-16 Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) 
and Suomi National Polar-orbiting 
Partnership (S-NPP)/Joint Polar Satellite 
System (JPSS) Visible Infrared Imaging 
Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) products. When 
fully implemented, any of the sensor data 
or products included in the LPCS would be 
available for comparative analysis.

The LPCS includes data inventory, access, 
and analysis functions that will permit data 
to be easily identified, retrieved, co-
registered, and compared statistically 
through a single interface. 

https://landsat.cr.usgs.gov/lpcs

https://landsat.cr.usgs.gov/lpcs


LPCS introduction/home page is located at:
https://landsat.cr.usgs.gov/lpcs

System access (below page) is located at:
https://lpcsexplorer.cr.usgs.gov

Registration is required to fully utilize LPCS. 

https://landsat.cr.usgs.gov/lpcs
https://lpcsexplorer.cr.usgs.gov/


A more detailed LPCS User Guide is available by selecting 
“Help” button.  



Search Criteria tab. Choose area of interest, either using map (A), 
entering coordinates, or selecting from Predefined Area or Cal/Val 
sites. 

A



Search Criteria tab. Choose area of interest, either using map, 
entering coordinates (B), or selecting from Predefined Area or 
Cal/Val sites. 

B



Search Criteria tab. Choose area of interest, either using map, 
entering coordinates, or selecting from Predefined Area or 
Cal/Val sites (C). 

C



Search Criteria tab. Choose area of interest, either using map, 
entering coordinates, or selecting from Predefined Area or 
Cal/Val sites (C). 

C



Search Criteria tab. In this example the Cal/Val Sites criteria was 
used to select a location of interest for search of available satellite 
data (Bondville, IL). Choose Date Range (D) to select range of 
dates for retrieval of satellite data.

D



Recommended that Result Options is increased from default 
value (100 records) if anticipate reviewing/ordering daily data or 
large number of scenes. 



Data Sets tab. Choose satellite data of interest. Currently only 
Landsat (A) and MODIS (B) products are available for enhanced 
processing.  A “+” symbol next to data set indicates additional 
information is available. 

A

B



Data Sets tab. Choose satellite data of interest. In this example 
Landsat 8 Surface Reflectance (A) and MODIS daily Surface 
Reflectance (B) products are selected as indicated by checked box.  

A

B



Results tab. Browse images for each data set selected will be 
displayed. 



Results tab. Browse images for each data set selected will be 
displayed. Toggle to other data sets selected in Search Criteria by 
selecting in Data Set window (currently viewing MODIS scenes 
selected based on search criteria). 



Results tab. Browse images for each data set selected will be 
displayed. Toggle to other data sets selected in Search Criteria by 
selecting in Data Set window (currently viewing Landsat scenes 
selected).



Results tab. Selection of scene footprint icon will overlay the 
footprint of scene on the map that displays the defined search 
location. 



Results tab. Selection of scene browse overlay icon will overlay the 
browse image on the map that displays the defined search area. 



Results tab. Browse image can be enlarged through magnification 
within Search Criteria Summary map. 



Results tab. Alternatively, the browse image and ancillary scene 
information can be viewed through selection of the meta data and 
browse icon.  



Results tab. The browse image and ancillary scene information 
viewed through selection of the meta data and browse icon.  



Results tab. The browse image and ancillary scene information 
viewed through selection of the meta data and browse icon.  



Similar functionality available for MODIS scenes as Landsat, e.g., 
MODIS footprint overlay. 



Similar functionality available for MODIS scenes as Landsat, e.g., 
MODIS browse image overlay. 



Similar functionality available for MODIS scenes as Landsat, e.g., 
MODIS meta data and browse image. 



Several browse images can be compared by selection of Compare 
Browse icon for each image to be compared.



Then within Show Controls window ….



Select the Compare Browse, “All Scenes” option.



The browse images selected will be displayed for comparisons.



Select  Order Scene icon to place individual scenes in the order 
basket. After selection of all scenes of interest (from all sensors),  
select “Item Basket” to continue to advanced processing menu.  
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Recommended scenes to select for additional processing and 
comparisons. 

Landsat

LC80220322015118LGN00

LC80230322015157LGN00

LC80230322015205LGN00

LC80220322015214LGN00

LC80230322015237LGN00

LC80230322015269LGN00

MODIS

MOD09GQ.A2015118.h11v04.005.2015120061007

MOD09GQ.A2015157.h11v04.005.2015162191826

MOD09GQ.A2015205.h11v04.005.2015207070150

MOD09GQ.A2015214.h11v04.005.2015216091444

MOD09GQ.A2015237.h11v04.005.2015239071123

MOD09GQ.A2015269.h11v04.005.2015271070032

DOY Calendar Date

118
157
205
214
237
269

28 April 2015
6 June
24 July
2 August
25 August
26 September



Scenes ordered can be reviewed by selecting toggle “ˇ”next to 

data set name.  



Scenes ordered can be reviewed by selecting toggle “ˇ”next to 

data set name.  



When finished reviewing ordered scenes, select the “Select 
Processing Options” to proceed to Custom Processing form. 



Custom Processing form: Ordered scenes will be 
displayed in the “Scene List”.



Select  Input Products as Source Products, Surface Reflectance
as Climate Data Records and Spectral Indices as Other Landsat 
Level-2 Products. Note, these additional options are currently 
available only for Landsat data. 



Select NDVI within the available Spectral Indices.



Define output products from Customization Options available; 
Output format, Reprojection, Image Extents, and pixel size. 



Define output products from Customization Options available; 
Output format.  



Define output products from Customization Options available; 
Projection.



Define output products from Customization Options available; 
Image Extents (geographic corners that define area of images that is 
of interest for analysis).



Define output products from Customization Options available; Pixel 
size.



Define output products from Customization Options available; 
Resampling method.



Example Customization Options;  GeoTiff format, Albers Equal Area 
Projection,  output Image Extents (defined area is approximately a 
50 x 50 km image size) , 250 m pixel size, and Nearest Neighbor 
resampling. 

~50 x 50 km 
image size 

250 m pixel size



Selection of output statistics and charts is recommended. 

50 x 50 km 
image size 

250 m pixel size



Order submission and completion notifications will be sent to 
email entered during LPCS registration and include product  
download instructions.



After login to system, files will be available for download as gzip
files.



Unzip and extract files.  



Statistics file includes figures (plots) of individual and multi-
sensor values for comparison.  



Output includes charts and 
statistical data that are based 
on entire image size (50 x 50 
km) selected. 

Landsat                           MODIS            

Additional detailed 
analysis is possible 
through the 
availability of all 
images ordered.  



Mean values for Landsat (L8) and MODIS (Terra) red (top) and 
near-IR (bottom) band Surface Reflectance (SR) data . Mean values 
computed for sample area  of  approximately 50 x 50 km,  250  m 
pixel resolution, as selected in Customization Options.   

red

Near-IR



Mean values for Landsat and MODIS near-IR (top) and red (bottom) 
band Surface Reflectance (SR) data within area (50 x 50 km) 
selected within the Customization Options for Image Extents (250 m 
pixel size). 

Landsat MODIS 

DATE DOY MINIMUMMAXIMUMMEAN STDDEV

4/28/2015 118 127 7518 1144.286 361.7855

6/6/2015 157 199 5964 1314.538 534.0732

7/24/2015 205 0 8389 443.3277 730.1088

8/2/2015 214 77 5594 384.9749 316.6969

8/25/2015 237 0 8897 482.7726 633.5293

9/26/2015 269 0 6857 1184.091 561.0291

DATE DOY MINIMUMMAXIMUMMEAN STDDEV

4/28/2015 118 295 1954 711.3986 128.9739

6/6/2015 157 324 4092 1586.059 458.9578

7/24/2015 205 1 4726 554.9559 459.6827

8/2/2015 214 35 8568 2182.521 1850.715

8/25/2015 237 18 3595 515.4232 270.8727

9/26/2015 269 10 3923 994.1347 383.1156

DATE DOY MINIMUMMAXIMUMMEAN STDDEV

4/28/2015 118 957 3956 1714.612 385.9079

6/6/2015 157 2301 5342 3707.392 382.4974

7/24/2015 205 1864 7589 5309.799 693.0055

8/2/2015 214 2265 8764 4968.467 1059.351

8/25/2015 237 2057 6715 4794.906 711.3864

9/26/2015 269 1097 5392 2588.981 563.4716



Image files includes data of individual bands and additional 
products (Landsat only) ordered for further analysis and 
comparisons.  



Near-IR and Red band Surface Reflectance values for Landsat (left) 
and MODIS (right). Location of cursor, is centered on Bondville, IL 
SURFRAD station: 24 July 2015. Sample area is 50 x 50 km and data 
resolution is 250m.



Near-IR and Red band Surface Reflectance values for Landsat (left) 
and MODIS (right). Location of cursor is centered on Bondville, IL 
SURFRAD station: 2 August 2015. Sample area is 50 x 50 km and 
data resolution is 250m. 



Red Near-IR NDVI

Landsat 0.07 0.35 0.67

MODIS 0.05 0.55 0.83

Near-IR and Red band Surface Reflectance values for Landsat (left) 
and MODIS (right). Location of cursor is centered on Bondville, IL 
SURFRAD station: 25 August 2015. Sample area is 3.8 x 5 km and 
data resolution is 30m. 



Future Enhancements for LPCS.

An external review of LPCS, prior to public release of the 
system,  resulted in the following recommendations that are 
planned for implementation as resources permit. 

Automatic  mosaicking of adjacent images, within a user 
requested area, that are acquired on same date (within same 
Landsat path or adjacent MODIS tile).

Automatic cloud screening applied to tabular data files and 
cloud indicators available as separate band for output images 
(as currently available for Landsat products).

Allow users to enter size of desired output image extent,  e.g., 
50 x 50 km, and utilize LPCS software to compute the 
associated lat/lon values that would provide the image corner 
extents. 

Include within tables provided: 1) the number of samples used 
in computation of statistics, 2) include both raw (currently 
provided) and scaled (e.g., to reflectance) values, and 3) 
compute NDVI and include in tables when visible and near-IR 
values are available. 



If questions arise during use of LPCS please contact USGS User 
Services at below:

Please email additional recommendations for LPCS to: 

Kevin Gallo, LPCS Project Scientist
kevin.p.gallo@noaa.gov


